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Abstract
Customs and quarantine departments are applying information systems to automate their inspection processes and improve their
inspection efficiency and accuracy. The product codes from the Harmonized System (HS codes) are the essential elements of the
system’s integration, automation and intelligence. The identified HS codes are well-accepted and precise product references used
by customs authorities, to match applicable policies to the products being inspected and taxed. Domain ontology for importing
and exporting industry can be used to acquire HS codes for given products, and is a prerequisite for an integrated and intelligent
automated inspection system. The authors have proposed and implemented an importing and exporting domain ontology. The
ontology is composed of an integrated and comprehensive knowledge base derived from static dictionaries and the HS specification,
and dynamic processing data. Based on this ontology, a reasoning engine is developed to generate HS codes intelligently for the
given product names. Information systems can use the engine to get HS codes for submitted products and find applicable policies
automatically. The ontology and the engine have been implemented in a Java-based platform and published as a HS Web service. In
this paper, knowledge structure, reasoning mechanism and implementation details for the domain ontology and reasoning engine
are presented. A test bed in the application environment has been conducted and experimental results have been obtained. The
ontology and the service have the potential to be widely used by authorities and international traders of importing and exporting
industry around the world.
© 2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Customs and quarantine departments are employing information systems to automate their inspection processes
and to improve the inspection efficiency and accuracy, e.g., some departments of China have developed an extensive
collaborative information system, named as CIQ2000, to facilitate inspection, quarantine and customs processing. In
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and quarantine systems: (i) integration with partner systems, such as Fedex, DHL and TNT; (ii) intelligent decision
making for monitoring policies to automate the processing; (iii) producing accurate results for inspection and quaran-
tine, and thereby lesson the need for human intervention.
One approach to these challenges is the use of a domain ontology and other available techniques such as semantic
knowledge, matchmaking and reasoning mechanisms. The domain ontology consists of a clear, theoretical specifica-
tion for the selection of elements of the domain and principles for their definition. It enables human and information
systems in the industry of customs and quarantine to develop a consistent understanding of concepts and their relation-
ships. In the case of customs and quarantine industry, processing systems can (i) use the domain ontology (coupled
with a semantic capability) to search and determine the policies for the submitted applications, (ii) use it as a com-
mon language to communicate with partner systems to integrate and collaborate, and (iii) use it as a knowledge base
to get a unique HS code (from the Harmonized System—a code linked to an applied policy) for each of the given
product.
The critical point for the domain ontology construction and applications is the Harmonized Commodity Description
and Coding System. The Harmonized System is an advanced, systematic and multi-purpose classification system for
international logistics and trade. Basically, it is a six-digit commodity classification developed under the auspices of
the Customs Cooperation Council. The Harmonized System has been adopted by the majority of the world’s trading
countries as being the basic references for importing and exporting monitoring and trade statistics. Some countries
have extended it to ten digits for customs purposes, and to 8 digits for export purposes. The HS classifies goods by what
they are, and not according to their stage of fabrication, their use, or origin. The Harmonized System nomenclature is
logically structured by economic activity or component material. As a result, the harmonized commodity description
and coding system (specification) can be a basis resource when constructing the domain ontology. The unique concepts
and their relationships for importing and exporting can be worked out on the HS specification.
One of the major concerns with ontology applications is linked to HS codes—public departments use HS codes to
determine monitoring policies for commodity inspection, quarantine and customs at importing and exporting. Given
the dynamic nature of trade relationships between countries, the inspection, quarantine and customs policies must also
be dynamic. Changed policies are published through the HS codes corresponding to commodity categories. With the
HS codes, customs and inspection at importing and exporting inspection can be implemented as an automated process.
This could dramatically improve processing efficiency and reduce human impacts.
In this ongoing project, the author’s have designed, integrated the proposed ontology with an comprehensive
knowledge base derived from the HS specification and static dictionaries, and dynamic processing data. Based on the
ontology, a reasoning engine is developed to generate HS codes intelligently for the given product names. Information
systems can use the engine to get HS codes for the submitted products and find applicable policies automatically. The
ontology and the engine have been implemented in a Java-based platform and published as a HS Web service to be
invoked and integrated by information systems located at public department or logistics companies. The ontology and
the service have the potential to be widely used by authorities and international traders of importing and exporting
industry around the world.
It is suggested that the domain ontology and its capability of code discovery contribute to the current challenges
with importing and exporting information systems. This paper will present the engineering approach to the construc-
tion and application of the ontology, including its unique features for importing and exporting, knowledge structure,
reasoning mechanism for code discovery, and implementation details. A test bed in the application environment has
been developed and an experiment conducted.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents related work on implementing HS codes discov-
ery and automating the inspection process. Section 3 is a survey of available techniques on ontology construction,
ontology-based semantic reasoning and ontology implementation with specific considerations of the importing and
exporting industry. Section 4 identifies the featured functions and requirements by the ontology and its implemen-
tation. Section 5 provides the structure of the importing and exporting ontology. Section 6 discusses a number of
considerations when constructing the ontology. Section 7 addresses the main issues in query reasoning based on the
ontology. Section 8 presents the details on the development, deployment and evaluation, illustrated by a number of
screenshots. Section 9 concludes the work.
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From the application point, there is no service or work on the ontology and knowledge based HS codes discovery to
be found for the purpose of importing and exporting domain, except for a number of short lists of HS codes for special
categories of products (e.g., http://www.tradenet.gov.sg, http://kr.ecplaza.net). The only work currently be undertaken
is the authors’ own ongoing project to implement HS code discovery and automate the inspection process. This project
is a joint effort with a public department of Shanghai, China. The goal is to provide a HS codes service to be used
by employees and information systems. It has been developed and published as a Web service to be invoked and
integrated into the information systems of public departments and shipping companies. The applied techniques in the
project and feedback from applications provide a solid basis for the proposed ontology and reasoning mechanism
for code discovery, including knowledge base, semantic mining, and reasoning algorithm. The following is a brief
discussion on the project.
As mentioned previously, information systems for inspection, quarantine and custom find it difficult to automati-
cally check products without HS codes. In many cases, logistic companies do not provide HS codes when reporting
to customs or quarantine officials. Custom and quarantine departments then have the tedious job of identifying the
relevant codes for the relevant products. This makes the inspection processing complicated and inefficient. Since these
information systems are unable to fully exploit HS codes, they are therefore, inflexible and difficult to upgrade and
maintain. And in the majority of cases require human experts to file entries for HS codes. For those individuals with
little experience of customs inspection, providing the correct HS codes can be extremely difficult and time consuming.
It should be noted that for national logistic carriers that find themselves exporting goods or products outside of their
current expertise, a similar problem also arises.
In order to resolve this problem, it may be necessary to exploit advanced matchmaking techniques and develop
solutions and tools to intelligently recognize HS codes. It is suggested that such recognition could based on simpli-
fied product information, e.g., product names. This solution could dramatically improve the inspection and custom
information systems, especially if such systems possessed the capability of automatically recognizing product classi-
fication and policies of inspection, quarantine and custom. Such a system may also help logistic carriers identify the
correct HS codes for their products.
A research program consisting of a public department of Shanghai and Fudan University undertook to investi-
gate the problem and develop a HS code query system. In our previous work [1], the proposed system has been
implemented and deployed as a Web service and provides international traders, public departments of inspection,
quarantine and customs, and product carriers with a HS coding service. The Web service has been integrated in an
importing and exporting inspection portal to supply HS codes for the subject products to be processed automati-
cally.
The current Web service is based on techniques of knowledge base and data mining, and developed on Oracle
relational database. In the sense of HS code discovery, we have found that an ontology will allow the HS codes
system to have elaborated reasoning capability and formal knowledge representation. Ontologies make explicit what
conceptualization of terms a particular knowledge based system is committed. Explicit conceptualization makes the
development and maintenance of a knowledge base system more controlled. Moreover, an ontology is more than
a simple documentation, because it supports consistent use of terms, it also has a strong justification and quality
assurance flavour. This role is standard in the context of knowledge engineering methodology [2,3].
Based on the above observation, an importing and exporting oriented ontology is proposed in this work. We will
combine existing ontologies, refer to the unique requirements by importing and exporting environments, discuss the
features, structure, knowledge representation, and implementation of the ontology, and explore ontology available
techniques and toolkits to improve the mentioned HS coding service.
3. Techniques for the domain ontology
There are three main considerations for the domain ontology—ontology construction, ontology based matchmaking
approaches, and ontology implementation.
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The applications of ontology have been studied in a number of published works. Honavar et al. describe several
challenges in information extraction and knowledge acquisition from heterogeneous, distributed, autonomously op-
erated, and dynamic data sources when scientific discovery is carried out in data rich domains [6]. They outline the
key elements of algorithmic and systems solutions for computer assisted scientific discovery in such domains, includ-
ing ontology-assisted approaches to customizable data integration and information extraction from heterogeneous
and distributed data sources. Ontology-driven approaches to exploratory data analysis from alternative ontological
perspectives are also discussed.
Keyword-based search can have low recall if different terminology is used and/or low precision if terms are
homonymous or because of their limited possibilities to express complex queries [27]. Several mechanisms for re-
solving semantic issues for service description and discovery have been proposed in the literature [28,29]. Ref. [28]
proposes the use of ontologies for matching service descriptions based on the meanings of the query parameters
rather than exact matching. It also proposes a mechanism for sorting the matching services on the basis of degree of
matching.
An ontology-based information retrieval model was presented for Semantic Web in the literature [7]. The authors
generate ontology through translating and integrating domain ontologies. The terms defined in ontology are used as
metadata to mark up the Web content; these semantic mark-ups are semantic index terms for information retrieval.
The equivalent classes of semantic index terms are obtained by using description logic reasoner. They claim that the
logical views of documents and user information needs, generated in terms of the equivalent classes of semantic index
terms, can represent documents and user information needs well, so the performance of information retrieval can be
improved effectively when suitable ranking function is chosen.
Due to the extensible self-defined structure, all contents issued in XML so far are appropriate for publishable
content online. However, retrieving some suitable data, consulting verses on demand and integrating them perfectly
are difficult for human. In [8], the authors study the approach of applying the methods of ontology to improve existing
applications of information retrieval and digital archive.
Tijerino et al. introduce an approach (TANGO) to generate ontologies based on table analysis [9]. TANGO aims to
understand a table’s structure and conceptual content; discover the constraints that hold between concepts extracted
from the table; match the recognized concepts with ones from a more general specification of related concepts; and
merge the resulting structure with other similar knowledge representations. The authors claim that TANGO is a for-
malized method of processing the format and content of tables that can serve to incrementally build a relevant reusable
conceptual ontology.
The process of exporting and importing goods involves many participating parties (including custom and related
administrative organizations, and other associated shipping and haulage companies). The involved parties do not
use a single agreed-upon global ontology. Concepts from different parties are usually featured by heterogeneous
semantics. The proposed ontology is required to have an integrated view and structure to address equivalent concepts
by different ontologies. Such a complex ontology needs an automatic mechanism to integrate ontologies with no
previous agreement on the semantics of the terminology used by them. The considerations include both linguistic and
contextual properties of an ontology concept. The former is to integrate the general ontologies such as WordNet [10].
The latter is to infer new relationships among ontological concepts, e.g., through reasoning rules.
3.2. Semantic matchmaking
A lot of research has been carried out in ontology matching area, mostly using the approaches: instance-based
or schema-based. GLUE [30] is schema-based and introduces well-founded notions of semantic similarity, applies
multiple machine learning strategies, and can find not only one-to-one mappings, but also complex mappings. How-
ever, it depends heavily on the availability of instance data. Therefore, it is not practical for cases where there is an
insignificant number of instances or no instance at all.
The instance-based on ontology matchmaking is more common. PROMPT [13] is a tool making use of linguistic
similarity matches between concepts for initiating the merging or alignment process, and then use the underlying
ontological structures of the Protege-2000 environment to inform a set of heuristics for identifying further matches
between the ontologies. PROMPT has a good performance in terms of precision and recall. However, user interven-
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of matching algorithms, a framework for combining results, and evaluation platform as well. According to their eval-
uation, COMA is performing well in terms of precision, recall and overall measures. Although being a composite
schema-matching tool, COMA does not integrate reasoning and machine learning techniques.
Similarity Flooding [12] utilizes a hybrid matching technique based on the idea that similarity spreading from
similar nodes to the adjacent neighbours. Before a fix-point is reached, alignments between nodes are refined itera-
tively. This algorithm only considers the simple linguistic similarity between node names, leaving behind the node
property and inter-node relationship. Cupid [15] combines linguistic and structural schema matching techniques, as
well as the help of a precompiled dictionary. But it can only work with a tree-structured ontology instead of a more
general graph-structured one. As a result, there are many limitations to its application, because a tree cannot represent
multiple-inheritance, an important characteristic in ontologies. S-Match [11] is a modular system into which individ-
ual components can be plugged and unplugged. The core of the system is the computation of relations. Five possible
relations are defined between nodes: equivalence, more general, less general, mismatch, and overlapping. Giunchiglia
et al. claim that S-Match outperforms Cupid, COMA, and SF in measurements of precision, recall, overall, and F-
measure. However, like Cupid, S-Match uses a tree-structured ontology.
3.3. Ontology implementation
An ontology language is required to describe the predefined ontology when implementing ontology and its applica-
tions. There are three OWL specifications that W3C recommends, i.e., OWL-lite, OWL-dl, and OWL-full. OWL-lite
and OWL-dl have been equipped with reasoning mechanisms [18]. However, OWL-lite and OWL-dl can not repre-
sents all relationships that we define for an exporting and importing ontology. As a result, we use OWL-full to describe
the proposed ontology and apply an extended reasoning mechanism in this work.
Fran et al. provided a discussion on reasoning framework for the semantic languages [5]. They believe that de-
ductive languages and reactive rules are prerequisite for a semantic reasoning. The deductive languages are presented
as three kinds, i.e., constructive rules, normative rules, and descriptive specifications. Take importing and exporting
inspection system as an example, a definition of ‘suspicious products processing’ requires a constructive rule or view.
The regulation “Livestock within 50 km from Europe are applicable for open quarantine” is a normative rule or in-
tegrity constraint. The business rules are descriptive ontologies. Reactive rules are needed in specifying workflows,
e.g. how to process livestock and where they will be quarantined. Moreover, they required a semantic reasoning or
reactive language must be capable of (some forms of) meta-level reasoning.
SPARQL is being accepted as a qualified query and data access specification to implement Fran’s framework
[16]. SPARQL has been equipped with subject, predicate and object schemas. As a recommended specification, there
have been a number of implementation resources, such as ARQ, Rasqal, RDF::Query, twinql, Pellet, and KAON2.
Pellet and KAEON2 provide partial support of SPARQL. ARQ is a popular one of them [17]. Moreover, SPQRQL is
platform and language independent, it can use simple HTTP and SOAP to communicate and access RDF database and
support Web services technologies. It is appropriate to be used to improve the HS Web service of knowledge base that
we have implemented based on Oracle database system. Currently, there is a Java framework for building Semantic
Web applications, i.e., Jena to support SPARQL. Jena provides a programmatic environment for RDF, RDFS and
OWL, SPARQL and includes a rule-based inference engine [19]. It is open source and includes a RDF API to read
and write RDF in RDF/XML, N3 and N-Triples, an OWL API, and a SPARQL query engine. In this work, we will
apply Jena and SPARQL to implement the importing and exporting ontology and its reasoning mechanism. We will
also improve the reasoning performance and functions by formal declarations and sort program, which have not been
considered by Jena.
4. Identified requirements
The identified functions of importing and exporting ontology are:
• Information organization. A basic function of importing and exporting ontology is to provide consistent and well-
accepted concepts and their relationships. HS coding system is an international specification for the importing
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fication and represent concepts and relationships between products and their HS codes. Importing and exporting
information systems can use the ontology to understand processing terms.
• Semantic reasoning. Another basic function of an importing and exporting ontology is to represent knowledge of
the domain and build expert systems. For example, it has been a traditional problem to get HS codes efficiently
and costly based on product names. The most of such tasks have been accomplished by manual operations. With
the importing and exporting ontology, a reasoner can give answers to such kind of questions by information
systems—ontology-based knowledge base systems can get HS codes for given products names through semantic
reasoning. It can also infer if the products are from quarantine districts and recognize applicable policies for the
transactions, given make and sender countries.
• Semantic discovery and matchmaking. A traditional problem with discovery technologies, i.e., different interpre-
tations of the same concepts, can be addressed in importing and exporting information systems with the ontology.
For example, given a keyword ‘apple’, do you mean a fruit ‘apple’, or a company ‘apple’? With the predefined
domain concepts and their relationships, information systems can achieve a reasonable semantic understanding
of the keyword. Also, semantic discovery and matchmaking is another reasoning technique for the mentioned
knowledge base system.
• Semantic integration. The importing and exporting ontology enables information exchange easily between infor-
mation systems. The ontology is a middleware language to define common terminologies that can be understood
by involved systems. The involved systems in importing and exporting domain can be therefore integrated. The
systems include office automation systems such as CIQ2000 in China, importing and exporting monitoring sys-
tems in other countries, and those systems of international trade companies. Currently, data exchange between
these systems are limited without a middle ontology. For example, the products, at inspecting can only have such
status as ‘available’, ‘passed’ or ‘unavailable’.
Moreover, there are small and medium sized businesses that are involved in the international businesses. Few of their
employees know the applicable policies. With assistance of this ontology, the monitoring systems can have intelligence
and user-friendly interfaces to support efficient human–machine interaction. The users who are not familiar with
importing and exporting businesses can therefore operate the systems.
5. Structure of the importing and exporting ontology
The proposed importing and exporting ontology (HSO) references to the law ontology by Visser et al. [4,20].
However, we have improved the referenced structure with considerations of system requirements in importing and
exporting industry. For example, the law ontology mainly involves abstract law concepts and common knowledge
in the law domain, e.g., standard law knowledge, cause-result relationships and legal responsibilities. The importing
and exporting ontology needs to be enhanced and support semantic reasoning system, i.e., support the mentioned
functions of knowledge organization and structure, problem solving, semantics indexing and discovery, and semantic
integration. As a result, the HSO is required to represent not only common knowledge, but also domain knowledge of
the importing and exporting domain. The common knowledge is implicit in importing and exporting businesses, such
as “ ‘1 kilo’ ‘is equal to’ ‘1000 gram’ ” and “ ‘charqui’ ‘is not a part of’ ‘livestock’ ”. Domain knowledge defines the
concepts (terminology) and their relationships. The domain knowledge is built on the mentioned HS specification. HS
specification is composed of three parts, i.e., hierarchical categories, common rules for classification and notations
with categories, chapters, and sections. It has a structure of 5 levels, i.e., 21 categories, 97 chapters, 1241 sections,
5113 division and sub-division. The structure represents the relationships between product names, HS codes and
applicable tariff.
The HSO references to the WordNet [21] and the CCD [22] in construction and have a consistent structure with
them. The HSO is organized around logical groupings called synsets. Each synset consists of a list of synonymous
words or collocations, and pointers that describe the relations between this synset and other synsets. A word or
collocation may appear in more than one synset, and in more than one part of speech. The words in a synset are grouped
such that they are interchangeable in some context. The involved parts of the speech are ‘noun’ and ‘adjective’.
The involved relationships are ‘synonymy’, ‘hyponymy and hypernymy’, and ‘meronymy/holynymy’. For importing
and exporting applications, we have ignored the parts of the speech ‘verb’ and ‘adverb’ and added a relationship
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Relationship and their pointers that are inherited from or added on the WordNet
Noun relationships and their pointers Inheritance Adjective relationship and their pointers Inheritance
Antonym ! Ignored Antonym ! Ignored
Hyponymy ∼ Kept Similar & Kept
Hypernymy @ Kept Relational \ Ignored
Meronymy # Kept Also see ∧ Ignored
Holynym % Kept Attribute = Kept





The unique beginners of HSO (the italicized synsets are inherited from the WordNet)
Actions and behaviours Communication Position, location Process Forms
Animal Event Motivation Plant Status, Condition
Artefact Sense, Feeling Excrescency Property Time
Attribute, property Food Physiography Amount, Value Matter
Recognition, knowledge Group, Team Figure, Human Relationship Body
Table 3
The subordinate synsets of HSO
Animal Livestock, animal products
Plant Plant products
Matter Mineral products
Artefact Chemical products, textile, transportation vehicle, ammunition, artworks
. . . . . .
of ‘exclusion’. We also consider that the importing and exporting is a bilingual application domain of Chinese and
English, and conclude the relationships between English and Chinese concepts. English and Chinese are therefore
represented in a single ontology. Table 1 shows the relationships and their pointers that are inherited from or added on
the WordNet.
Both the WordNet and CCD have twenty-five categories of nouns. The HSO is constructed on the international
HS specification with an added layer of domain terms to meet importing and exporting industry. The HSO reduces a
number of unique beginners on the WordNet in the added layer. As a result, the HSO has same unique beginners with
the WordNet, and its subordinate synsets confirm to the HS specification. The mentioned relationships are illustrated
in Tables 2 and 3.
6. Ontology construction
To construct the importing and exporting ontology, we need to model both common knowledge and domain knowl-
edge in a consistent and integrated view. The solution to abstract common concepts from common ontologies like
WordNet is also needed to enhance the importing and exporting ontology. It is a tedious and ever-growing process to
have an integrated importing and exporting ontology and knowledge base. The authors have developed a basic knowl-
edge base based on the HS specification in the previous work. In this work, the HSO is constructed on the two kinds
of knowledge resources, i.e., static knowledge such as the HS specification and semantic dictionaries, and dynamic
knowledge that is mined from related information systems. The dynamic knowledge is not included in this paper.
During the ontology construction, manual identification is used to define the unique beginners and the subordinate
synsets of the HSO; a mapping and learning process is used to get the other synsets. Followings are the steps to
construct the HSO.
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Entries in the HS specification
Products Description of products Unit
0101 Live horses, asses, mules and hinnies Live horses, asses, mules and hinnies kg
10 00 Pure-bred breeding animals Pure-bred breeding animals kg
90 Other Other kg
10 Racing Horses Horses for racing kg
90 Other Other kg
0102 Live bull Live bovine animals kg
Table 5
Machine-readable dictionary
Word Part of the speech Description
Horse n Mammal, short-haired coat, large hoofed, long mane on the neck, a long tail, run fast, used for riding and for
drawing or carrying loads
. . . . . .
(1) Construct a machine-readable dictionary on the HS specification. The entries of the HS specification are repre-
sented in a strict form of ‘quantifier + adjective + noun’. The ‘quantifier’ and the ‘adjective’ are attributes of the
‘noun’ in the importing. Table 4 is an importing sample of the HS specification.
(2) Make the external dictionary to be formal and machine-readable. Most of the dictionary such as the Grand Chi-
nese Dictionary and the Chinese-English Dictionary are designed for human reading. It is necessary to formalize
their electronic content to make them machine-readable. This work uses the approach, by Mark [23], to translate
traditional dictionary to RDF/OWL schemas. The approach includes the steps of preparation, grammar parse,
semantic transformation, and formalization. It is a disadvantage that the approach does not consider further se-
mantic reasoning beyond format transformation. The generated RDF/OWL does not have well-defined semantics
(as shown in Table 5). As a result, the approach can be only used to transform the dictionaries to be machine-
readable.
(3) Define the logical structure of HSO. The HSO is composed of the entries of the HS specification and the entries
from external dictionaries. Its logical structure is represented as:
Concept A: Synonymy [Synonymy of A], Hyponymy [Hyponymy of A] . . . .
Take ‘Horse’ and ‘Live horse’ as examples, they are represented as
Horse: Synonymy [Colt, Tattoo, Foal, unbroken horse, vaulting horse, Przhevalski’s horse].
Live Horse: Synonymy [Live Horse], Hypernymy [Live Animal], Hyponymy [Racing Horse, Stock Horse],
Meronymy [Stomach, Hair], Attribute [Live].
Live: Synonymy [Live, . . .].
In the above logical structure, the ‘stock horse’ is one of ‘horse’ specie as a traditional representation. It is there-
fore placed in the ‘Hyponymy’. The HSO use object-oriented modeling method and do not represent duplicate
attributes. For precise representation, the HSO does not use multi-inheritance. Hypernymy is not the same relation-
ship as ‘superior’ in the HS specification. I.e., the HSO and the HS specification are not precisely corresponding
to each other.
To get the ‘Hypernymy’ from the ‘Hyponymy’, a relationship ‘reference’ is used to define a concept’s referenced
concept through attributes. The reference pointer shows the two concepts have same relationships except the
‘Synonymy’, ‘Hyponymy’ and ‘Hypernymy’. For example,
Racing Horse: Synonymy [Horse for racing], Reference [Live Horse].
In here, ‘Horse for Racing’ has different ‘Synonymy’, ‘Hyponymy’ and ‘Hypernymy’ and all the other relation-
ships are same, e.g., the attribute ‘live’ and the meronymy ‘stomach, hair’.
(4) Define the synonymy of nouns. The ‘Synonymy’ is defined as ‘if and only if their attributes are same’. The
relationship ‘Synonymy’ in HSO is different from those in all-purpose dictionary such as WordNet [25] and
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have a part of the relationship ‘similar’. The HSO is intended for importing and exporting industry and defined
strictly as ‘If and only if the two nouns can be replaced by each other in a importing and do not change the
HS code of the importing’, i.e., ‘code(n) = code(n′). For example, ‘Horse’ and ‘Live Horse’ are synonymy, and
‘Przhevalski’s horse’ is also named ‘Hanxue horse’.
It is advisable that the HSO defines the relationship of a concept and its instance as ‘Synonymy’. An instance is
a specified entity associated with the concept. For example, ‘Live pig less than 50 kilogram’ is an instance of ‘Live
pig’. To be precisely, the concepts and their instances should be separated. However in the practices, it is hard to have
a precise boundary between them. The pig ‘A’ is a ‘Live pigs less than 50 kilogram’. Herein the ‘Live pigs less than
50 kilogram’ is also a concept. It is a hyponymy of the ‘Live pig’.
(5) Define the hyponymy and hypernymy’ and ‘meronymy/holynymy’. The ‘Hyponymy’ is formally defined as “ ‘w is
the hyponymy of w’ if ‘w is a category of w’ ”. The hopernymy is parallel and propogatable. Take an example of
‘horse’ and ‘studhorse’, “ ‘horse’ is the hypernymy of ‘studhorse’ ” mutually means “ ‘studhorse’ is the hyponymy
of ‘horse’ ”. The ‘meronymy/holynymy’ is defined as “n1 and n2 have a relationship of ‘meronymy/holynymy’ if
n1 is a part of n2”.
The HS specification is a legal basis for HS coding. There is a declaration in its general rules, i.e., “The classification
of products should be concluded on the annotations under related entries, categories and chapters”. To make the HSO
precise, we add a relationship of ‘exclusion’ between concepts. For example, “Live Animal: Exclusion [invertebrate]”
shows that the ‘invertebrate’ is not applicable of the HS code of the ‘Live Animal’.
(6) Define the attributes of the concepts. The ‘Attributes’ are mostly quantifiers and adjectives. They are used to
identify concepts from the other ones, e.g., the ‘live’ of the ‘live pig’. A number of them are nouns, e.g., the
‘pearl’ of the ‘pearl chick’. There are two kinds of adjectives, i.e., descriptive adjectives and relational adjectives,
in WordNet. The HSO ignore the adjectives that are more of subjective, e.g., ‘weight’ or ‘light’. Take an example
from the HS specification, the item ‘Live pigs less than 50 kilogram’ can not be precisely represented by ‘weight’
or ‘light’. The HSO only maintains the formal attributes, e.g., ‘50 kilogram’.
The attributes are also applicable of the relationships ‘synonymy’ and ‘similar’. The ‘synonymy’ is for the machine
to be able to understand and translate. The weight is represented with ‘kilogram’ in HSO, e.g., “Kilogram: Synonymy
[kg, 1000 g, 2 half kilogram]” and “Dry: Synonymy [evaporation, dehydrate, freeze-dry]”. The ‘similar’ is to represent
the similarity of attributes in different context. The HSO calculates the similarity of the attributes and represents it
as ‘Attribute A: Similarity [The similar attributes of A/Similarity degree], e.g., “Little: Similarity [Young/80]” (the
value after/is the similarity degree, ‘100’ is equal to ‘same’).
The similarity cannot represent the concept completely and precisely. It is not a legal representation. As a result,
it needs a value of filtering criterion to support importing and exporting processing. The attributes below the filtering
value need to be evaluated by human intervention. The new added relationship ‘similarity’ makes the HSO flexi-
ble besides the preciseness. During the ontology construction, the terms by machine learning and human–machine
interaction are firstly inputted into the ‘similarity’ list, and then inputted into the ‘synonymy’ list.
(7) Define the storage structure. The storage structure of HSO is defined as:
Concept A: Hyponymy [Hyponymy1, Hyponymy2, . . .], Hypernymy [Hypernymy (one at most)], Attribute
[Attribute1, Attribute2, . . .], Meronymy [Meronymy1, Meronymy2, . . .], Holynym.
7. Ontology-based reasoning mechanism and implementation
7.1. Query reasoning scenarios
As mentioned, one of the main objectives of the importing and exporting ontology is to improve the processing
automation, efficiency and precision of the inspection and quarantine information system, with applicable semantic
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the products and applicable policies. Generally, the inspection policies are based on HS codes of the product. The
semantic matchmaking is a two-phase transaction. Phase one deals with the acquisition of the HS codes through
matchmaking between product names and HS codes. Phase two deals with the acquisition of the associated processing
policies with the acquired HS codes, which can be directly worked out by referring to the issued official handbooks.
The following is the scenario of the ontology-based query:
(1) users submit the product name to be queried to the HS codes system;
(2) the system gets the request and responds with
– a unique and precise HS code, or
– a list of HS codes in a sequence of precision, or
– no suggested HS codes found and asks for guidance from user;
(3) the system learns from the users’ selections and adjusts the weight factors of relationships in the HSO.
There are four reasoning schemes for the above HS codes query, i.e.:
• Simple discovery. The products’ HS codes can be found by keyword matchmaking and ontology searching. This
kind of query is applicable for those names that appear in the HS specification. This scenario supposes no associ-
ated exclusion notation with any of superordinate categories of the products.
• Exclusion query. This kind of query is applicable for those cases were the subject product names appear in the
HS specification but there are associated exclusion notations with superordinate categories of the products. This
query needs to reason on the rules of the HSO, which are constructed with reference to the exclusion notations.
• Synonymy query. This kind of query is applicable for those cases were the subject product names are not in-
cluded in the HS specification. The queries need to reason out a synonymous product name that appear in the
HS specification. As mentioned, the synonymy means a common HS code for the synonymous concepts in HSO.
The synonymous product names are reasoned out by using common knowledge from other dictionaries such as
WordNet and HowNet.
• Similarity query. In those cases were all the above queries are not working for a product, a similarity formulation
is required to help determine an applicable product name, and with the same HS code as the input product. In
most cases, the subject products have relations with more than one official product name.
7.2. Ontology-based reasoning architecture
As illustrated in Fig. 1, a reasoner is being developed to implement an efficient reasoning and querying strategy.
The involved processes are ontology maintenance and query reasoning. The query reasoning is:
(1) A user inputs a product name into a Windows client (Web service requestor). The client sends users’ request to
query a HS code through Ajax.Fig. 1. The architecture of the reasoner.
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scheduler determines if the names are in the history access list. If yes and still valid, the HS code is responded to
the user from the cache server. If not, the query is submitted to the query server.
(3) The query server searches the index base and gets the suggested HS codes and responds to the user in a predefined
sequence.
The maintenance policies of the ontology are:
• The concepts of the core ontology can only be added or deleted by certified professionals.
• The association attributes, concepts and their weights are determined from the system usage.
• A request is sent to the ontology maintenance server to update the ontology when any of the external ontologies
have been changed.
(4) Once the request to update the ontology is received, the ontology maintenance server conducts an index and cache
update based on the changed concepts.
7.3. Implementation issues
This work has used:
– OWL to implement the ontology-based knowledge base;
– SPARQL and space vector model to implement the ontology-based reasoning architecture;
– Jena/ARQ and implement its RDF parser to implement OWL-based SPARQL query reasoning;
– memcache, an open and high-performance solution, to implement the cache server, and
– Lucene toolkits to map the semantic query to space vectors and conduct indexing and querying.
Figure 2 shows three types of tables that are described by OWL to construct the knowledge base, i.e.,
KEY_NAME_TBL being a unique global table; CHxx_KEY_ATTRIBUTE_TBL represents the Key_Attribute and
lists of 98 chapters from CH01 to CH98, while CHxx_TBL represents the matchmaking rules of the 98 chap-
ters. All the fields cannot be empty in KEY_NAME_TBL, CHxx_KEY_ATTRIBUTE_TBL, and HS_CODE and
KEY_NAME of the CHxx_TBL. The Key_Name and Key_Attribute of KEY_NAME_TBL and
CHxx_KEY_ATTRIBUTE_TBL must appear in the product name. The Key_Name and Key_Attribute of the
CHxx_TBL are not required to appear in the product name since they can be used to map synonyms. Key_Name
should be a word with great scope for example, “Gold Coins” is not a good Key_Name, and instead the Key_Name
should be “Gold” with a Key_Attribute of “Coin”.
There are two concerns when conducting query on the ontology:





WHERE { ?element table:name ?donkey. }
Fig. 2. Data tables of the knowledge base.
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word and a query condition, and makes the query a space vector. A keyword ‘like’ is then added to the query clause
to enable the SPARQL to use space vectors to support fuzzy search.
In this step, the ontology is translated into indexes and stored in the local machine. The indexes have a form like
“Concept Attribute Value”. The next queries can use them to conduct another query.
(2) List the HS codes based on the similarity. Take an example of a product name “a live pig of 50 kilogram,”
the attribute ‘50 kilogram’ and ‘live’ have different weight in determining the HS code. Herein, every of the HSO
attributes has been assigned with a weight factor using Tfidf equation [24],
Wij = tf (ti , dj ) × log m
df (ti)
.
Here, Wij denotes the weight of ‘word i’ in the importing j . Tf (tj , dj ) denotes the frequency of ‘word i’ in the
importing j . df (ti) denotes the times that the importing with word i appears in the ontology. M is the amount of all
entries.
The above equation supposes the appearing frequency of a word to be its weight. It is not always true in the HSO.
Take an example of “a live pig of 50 kilogram,” ‘kilogram’ can appear in more entries than ‘live’. However, ‘live’ is
more important than ’50 kilogram’ to determine its HS code (‘live’ pig has a different code from ‘dead’ pig, while
live pigs with ‘50 kilogram’ have the same code as ‘live pigs’. It is suggested that the equation can be improved by
the use of the following statement:
Weight(i) = Code(A) − Code(A − i).
Here, the weight of an attribute is equal to the impact factor.
The similarity can be calculated between the two concepts once the values for their attributes are ready. A vector-
based equation (as follows) is used to get the similarity based on the amount of the common attributes and their
weights. The HS codes associated with similar concepts in the ontology are then listed based on the similarities
between the input concept and similar concepts.
sim(dl, dm) =
dl · dm√−−→|dl |−−−→|dm|
.
8. Implementation and evaluation
A project has been undertaken by the authors’ research team in collaboration with the Shanghai Inspection and
Quarantine Bureau to use a knowledge base to acquire HS codes for product names [1]. The developed knowledge base
system has been deployed as a Web service. International traders, inspection and quarantine organizations, customs
departments, and product carriers can use the service by remote invocation. The service has also been implemented
in a Java-based Web application (as shown in Fig. 3). Also the Web service has been integrated into an importing
and exporting inspection portal to supply HS codes for automatic products processing (see Fig. 4 for the inspection
scenario, the portal is in Chinese).
The techniques used to implement the HS codes Web service are knowledge-base and matchmaking on Oracle
relational database. The importing and exporting ontology presented in this paper is further work on the HS codes
system. The ontology has used concepts and relationships in the knowledge base of the HS system when being con-
structed. In return, the ontology provides an integrated and comprehensive knowledge resource to improve the HS
coding intelligence and precision using formal knowledge representation and semantic reasoning algorithms. The log-
ical reasoning algorithms and existing tools combined with a Semantic Web can be applied to enhance matchmaking
between products and HS codes, and made user interface more ‘intelligent’.
The proposed ontology and reasoning framework will provide an alternative HS codes reasoning system to the
previous system. As shown in Fig. 5, the system is developed using a Java query toolkit, Lucene, on the WTP/Eclipse.
The deployment server is Tomcat. It is operational and can demonstrate main concepts and techniques. However,
both the ontology and the query application needs to be improved with product data and sophisticated processing
considerations.
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Fig. 4. Inspection portal for importing and exporting products.
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9. Conclusions and future work
Public departments of importing and exporting, e.g., for quarantine and customs, are applying information systems
to automate their inspection processes and improve processing efficiency and accuracy. Domain ontology for import-
ing and exporting is a key for the systems to have good performance in integration, automation and accuracy. This
paper presents authors’ work on the domain ontology of importing and exporting. Ontology based knowledge and
reasoning mechanisms have been developed to enable automatic inspection and quarantine.
The ontology is implemented using HS codes. HS is a systematic directory to identify the product codes based on
their categories for the purpose of importing and exporting inspection and quarantine. The identified HS codes are
used by importing and exporting authorities, to find the applicable policies for the product to be inspected and taxed.
The ontology is composed of an integrated and comprehensive knowledge resource derived from the HS specification
and static dictionaries, and dynamic processing data. Based on this ontology, a reasoning engine is developed to
intelligently generate HS codes for the given product names. Compared with the authors’ previous work on HS codes
generating system [1], ontology based knowledge and reasoning mechanism has the potential to be more efficient,
accurate and intelligent.
The ontology and the engine have been implemented in a Java-based platform and will be published as a HS codes
Web service. A test bed in the application environment has been developed and experimental results are encouraging.
Information systems can use this service to get HS codes for submitted products and find applicable policies automat-
ically. The ontology and the service have the potential to be widely used by authorities and international traders of
importing and exporting industry around the world.
This work provides the unique features and functions, knowledge structure, reasoning mechanism and implemen-
tation details for the importing and exporting ontology, and reasoning mechanism and engine. The whole framework
proves to be reasonable and feasible both in theory and experiments. Further work will be conducted using the exper-
imental feedback. The main tasks include the approaches and implementation of semantic mining on the processing
data to enrich the knowledge base, integration with common ontologies to enhance the ontology, more algorithms on
semantic reasoning to improve the ratio of response availability and accuracy of the HS codes service.
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